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Abstract
Motivation: Comprehensive identification of structural variations (SVs) is a crucial task for
studying genetic diversity and diseases. However, it remains challenging. There is only a marginal
consensus between different methods, and our understanding of SVs is substantially limited. In
general, integration of multiple pieces of evidence including split-read, read-pair, soft-clip, and
read-depth yields the best result regarding accuracy. However, doing this step by step is usually
cumbersome and computationally expensive.
Result: We present Vaquita, an accurate and fast tool for the identification of structural variations, which leverages all four types of evidence in a single program. After merging SVs from
split-reads and discordant read-pairs, Vaquita realigns the soft-clipped reads to the selected regions using a fast bit-vector algorithm. Furthermore, it also considers the discrepancy of depth
distribution around breakpoints using Kullback-Leibler divergence. Finally, Vaquita provides an
additional metric for candidate selection based on voting, and also provides robust prioritization
based on rank aggregation. We show that Vaquita is robust in terms of sequencing coverage, insertion size of the library, and read length, and is comparable or even better for the identification
of deletions, inversions, duplications, and translocations than state-of-the-art tools, using both
simulated and real datasets. In addition, Vaquita is more than eight times faster than any other
tools in comparison.
Availability: Vaquita is implemented in C++ using the SeqAn library. The source code is distributed under the BSD license and can be downloaded at http://github.com/seqan/vaquita.
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1

Introduction

Next generation sequencing (NGS) provides us remarkable opportunity to find genetic
variants that are directly linked to diseases such as cancer [13] and rare genetic disorders
[2]. Therefore, there has been a growing attention in identifying such variants. The size of
genetic variations ranges from a single base pair to megabases [15]. Among them, structural
variations (SVs), i.e. variations that are usually larger than 50 nucleotides in size, play a
major role in many phenotypic differences. In contrast to single-nucleotide polymorphisms
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(SNPs) or small indels, SVs are much more diverse in type and size and are often harder to
find confidently [1]. Consequently, it is not surprising that there is only a marginal consensus
between different variant callers [1]. It is fair to say that the current understanding of
SVs is substantially limited and large-scale studies often rely on multiple variant callers
that use different methods to obtain the most comprehensive list of SVs. However, the
integration of multiple outputs is often cumbersome due to the required prior knowledge
of different algorithms and their parameters and also suffers from limited computational
resources. Therefore, there is an urgent need for a better method that can detect SVs more
accurately and efficiently.
The algorithms for SV identification can be categorized into four types [1]. First, we can
use split-read evidence. The reads spanning a breakpoint have to be split to be able to map
multiple loci. For example, Pindel [24] splits discordant reads and tries to find breakpoints
by mapping them to different positions. However, it is difficult to find SVs in some part of a
genome such as repeat-rich regions using just the spilt-read information.
Additionally, read-pair information can be used to identify SVs. With the prior knowledge
of the proper orientations and distribution of insertion sizes in paired-end sequencing libraries,
read-pairs with improper orientation and/or insertion size can be identified and used to detect
SVs. However, read-pair information alone does not provide base-pair resolution accuracy.
Accordingly, a variant caller like Delly [19] considers read-pair information together with
split-read information.
Many recently-developed short-read mappers [12, 10] provide local alignments. These
mappers produce soft-clipped reads, meaning that only a part of a sequence is mappable to
the reference genome. The unmapped sequences are relatively short and erroneous, which
make them difficult to map to a unique position. To resolve this issue, CREST [23] assembles
contigs around potential breakpoints and map them to a reference genome using Blat [9].
Lastly, read-depth information is also useful in finding copy number variations. However,
the depth of coverage of sequencing data is usually non-uniform [14]. Thus, a significance
testing such as event-wise testing [25] is required to distinguish the true signals from
background noise. Moreover, read-depth information alone cannot provide base-pair resolution
accuracy.
Often, integrating results from multiple approaches yield better performance regarding
accuracy. In this aspect, LUMPY [11] uses a probabilistic framework to combine split-read
and read-pair information by default, and MetaSV [16] focuses on connecting multiple
external tools.
Our method, Vaquita, integrates split-read, read-pair, soft-clipped, and read-depth
information in a single program to achieve maximum accuracy while also maintaining speed.
Vaquita utilize all four types of information without contributions from external tools. The
overall workflow of Vaquita is depicted in Figure 1.

2
2.1

Methods
Breakpoint and structural variation identification

The overall workflow of Vaquita is depicted in Figure 1(a). We define a breakpoint using
the coordinate information of two genomic segments (intervals) and their orientation with
respect to each other. We call the two intervals left and right intervals according to their
genomic coordinates. We also define three types of orientation as shown in Figure 1(b),
namely, normal, inverted and swapped. Reads and read-pairs with inverted and swapped
orientations are considered to be discordant, and suggesting a breakpoint. These discordant
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Figure 1 (a) The overall process of Vaquita. (b) The four types of structural variations. The
dotted rectangles colored with gray denote the modification of the reference genome. The deletion
and inversion in the figures show structural variations from v to w. The duplication and translocation
in the figures illustrate copied or moved segments from v to w, and z is the target position.

reads also constitute of split-read evidence (SE) and read-pair evidence (PE), which are the
number of reads and read-pairs that support a breakpoint, respectively. For read-pairs with
normal orientation, we estimate m and s which denote the median and median absolute
deviation of insertion size distribution in a sequencing dataset. Then we apply a cutoff that
is m + s × 9 by default. The adjustment of this cutoff affects the accuracy of the result. A
weak cutoff yields a sensitive result, but at the cost of specificity. The value 9 is empirically
decided after testing values from 5 to 10 (data not shown). Note that this default value is
the same as Delly2 and was used in large scale studies such as 1000 Genome Project [21].
We define four SV types, namely deletion, inversion, duplication, and translocation that
are illustrated in Figure 1(b). We identify deletions and inversions from breakpoints with
normal and inverted orientation, respectively. The two types of breakpoints are required to
find duplications and translocations. The definition is based on previous studies [22, 19].
Nevertheless, there are alternative definitions of SVs which are not always mutually exclusive.
Other types of SVs can be identified by the user from the reported breakpoints.

2.2

Candidate merging: SE + PE

Two breakpoints with the same orientation can be merged if both the left and right intervals
are adjacent or overlapping. A distance of 50 bases is set by default in assessing adjacency.
When two breakpoints are merged, the minimum and maximum positions of each left and
right intervals are selected to define the merged breakpoint. The original positions are kept
in a list, and the median positions are reported as final positions in the last step. We merge
all the breakpoints identified by SE or PE according to this principle. For efficiency, the
reference genome is divided into equally sized regions that are 1000 bp by default. The left
and right intervals of SVs belong to one or more regions according to their size and genomic
coordinates. The entire merging process can be efficiently done by identifying breakpoints in
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Figure 2 (a) The realignment process for soft-clipped evidence (CE). (b) The relative number of
structural variation calls and precision of each evidence types in simulation datasets.

the same region. In the worst case, all the SVs are distinct and fall into the same region. In
this scenario, the comparison step takes O(n2 ) where n is the number of SVs. However, in
practice, the distribution of SVs are sparse, and only a small number of SVs are expected to
co-exist in a single region. If all the SVs exist in unique regions, the time complexity is O(n)
since only one hashing is required. This process is conducted in parallel while decompressing
a .bam file, which is usually an I/O bound process.

2.3

Realignment of soft-clipped reads: SE + PE + CE

Mapping the clipped part of sequences is challenging because they are short and erroneous.
One can assemble longer contigs to map them correctly and uniquely. However, the entire
process is computationally expensive. Instead, Vaquita selects a representative sequence
without assembly and reduces the search space by surveying only the pre-selected regions.
Initially, Vaquita identifies clusters of soft-clipped sequences according to the genomic
coordinates of their mapped parts. Subsequently, it locates the longest unmapped sequence
in a cluster and uses it as a representative sequence. Then, it tries to map those representative
sequences to candidate regions identified by SE or PE using a fast bit-vector algorithm
for approximate string matching [17], using lenient criteria. The time complexity of the
algorithm is O(nr/k) where n and r are the sizes of the read and the reference, and k is the
word size of the machine which is 64 in modern hardwares including ours. Often, relatively
small deletions are difficult to find using read-pair information because the sizes of SVs fall
within the variance of the insertion size. This region has been defined as the NGS twilight
zone [22]. To address this, Vaquita also examines the genomic sequences around the clipped
position for queries that failed the mapping. The size of the additional searching region
is set to m + s × 9 by default, where m and s are median and median absolute deviation
of the insertion size distribution. The default value is based on criterion for identifying
discordant read-pairs in Section 2.1. Only soft-clipped parts that are equal to or longer than
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Figure 3 (a)The read-depth evidence. (b) The depth discrepancy distribution of random positions
and four types of structural variations in the simulation dataset (Chromosome 22 and 30x coverage).
P indicates p-values obtained by two-tailed Kolmogorov-Smirnov test using a random sample. The
red line shows the third quartile plus the interquartile range of the random sample.

20 nucleotides undergo realignment, allowing edit distance of 10% of the sequence size by
default. The overall process is described in Figure 3(a). In the two simulation datasets, the
quantity of CE was more than 20% of SE, and 10% of PE. Furthermore, the precision of
CE is about the same as SE and PE, as shown in Figure 2(b). Note that Mason [6] we used
in the simulation selects random positions to introduce variations. This limitation usually
makes simulation tests less challenging since SVs are not randomly distributed. For example,
many of the SVs are found in repeat-rich regions in real datasets. The higher precisions
reported in Figure 2(b) reflect this limitation.

2.4

Calculation of depth discrepancy

The depth distribution of a sequencing sample has been previously reported to be non-uniform.
Hence, the distributions around two randomly picked positions that are not adjacent to each
other are likely to be different. We use this observation to discriminate true breakpoints from
false positives, especially for unbalanced structural variations. For two genomic intervals i1
and i2 , we calculate λ1 and λ2 that are the mean depth of each interval. We then assume
that the local distributions follow a Poisson distribution and calculate the Kullback-Leibler
divergence (KLD) from Poisson(λ1 ) to Poisson(λ2 ) as follows:
KLDλ1 ,λ2 = λ1 − λ2 + λ1 log

λ2
.
λ1

(1)

We use this as a metric of depth discrepancy between i1 and i2 and calculate the read-depth
evidence (RE) for each breakpoint as described in Figure 3(a). As a rule, we always calculate
the divergence from the higher depth region to the lower depth region and select the larger
value between the discrepancies of the left and right side of the breakpoint. We use the
window size of 20 bases for calculating local coverages. To efficiently calculate RE for all
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Figure 4 (a) The impact of evidence integration on breakpoint identification. The criterion
VT=3 rescues SVs that are supported by all three evidence types as described in Section 2.5.2.
(b) Prioritization performance of deletion calling in the 30x simulation dataset. Q1-Q3 indicates the
first to the third quartile.

breakpoints, we maintain a lookup table regarding various λ1 and λ2 . In the simulation
datasets, the depth discrepancy distributions were significantly different from random samples
as shown in Figure 3(b). As expected, RE is more effective in discriminating unbalanced
structural variations like deletions and duplications than balanced structural variations such
as inversions. By default, we do not use RE for inversions. However, one can turn on this
option.

2.5
2.5.1

Combined evidence
SE + PE + CE

We assessed the impact of evidence integration in breakpoint identification starting from the
SE only case. The result is shown in Figure 4(a). We combined the number of split-reads and
read-pairs that supported a breakpoint or an SV and used it as a cutoff. We applied a cutoff
of 4 as we explained the reason in Section 3.2. However, we had to apply a cutoff of 2 for SE
only case since it was too stringent when using a single evidence type in low-coverage samples.
Our experiment showed that more accurate results were achieved when additional types of
information were considered. The impact is more dramatic in datasets with low-coverage. In
the 5x dataset, we obtained the F1 score of 0.62 using the evidence from SE+PE+CE and
only 0.43 using SE only. The effect is less pronounced in high-coverage datasets. For the 50x
dataset we obtained 0.97 and 0.93, respectively.

2.5.2

Voting based metric for candidate selection

Often, variant callers such as Delly2 and LumpyExpress apply basic filtration using a sum of
split-reads and read-pairs that support SVs. Instead of using a simple sum of signals from
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different types of evidence, Vaquita provides an additional metric for candidate selection
based on voting. In this scheme, each type of evidence for a breakpoint is checked by a
relatively lenient cutoff, and then we calculate the number of evidence types that pass the
criteria that we denote as VT. For example, a structural variation with V T = 3 is supported
by three evidence types. By default, we used ≥ 1 for SE and PE since this is the most
lenient condition. For RE, we used ≥ (Q3 + IQR × 1.0) where Q3 and IQR denote the third
quartile and the interquartile range of depth discrepancy score from random positions. The
red line in Figure 3(b) shows this default RE cutoff in a simulation dataset. Note that we
add CE to SE to treat them as a single evidence type. In Figure 4(a), we applied V T = 3
as an additional criterion to rescue SV candidates in low-coverage samples and obtained
better recalls without reducing precision. Therefore, we used this option by default for later
analyses. One can also use this metric to filter out false positives at repeat-rich regions,
instead of excluding those regions from the analysis.

2.5.3

Prioritization by rank aggregation

In practice, prioritization of SVs is an important task for downstream analysis. We formulate
this problem to find an aggregated rank from the ranks based on multiple evidence types.
At first, we define the goodness of a rank based on Spearman’s footrule distance [3]. It is
given as follows:
F (φ) =

Φ X
S
X
e

|φe (s) − φ(s)|

(2)

s

where φx (i) is the rank of the element i by the evidence type x, Φ = {SE, P E, RE}, and S
is the set of all structural variation candidates. In this scheme, the optimal rank φ∗ is the
one that minimize F . We also define the median rank φM that is defined as follows:
φM (s) = median(φSE (s), φP E (s), φRE (s)) .

(3)

The cost of calculating φM is O(|Φ| · |S| log |S|) using a quick sort. Hence, it is applicable to
large datasets. Furthermore, φM = φ∗ if there is no tie [4] and, in the presence of ties, φM
is still a 3-approximate solution of φ∗ [5]. Hence, we calculated φM instead of φ∗ for rank
aggregation. To prevent arbitrary breaking up of ties, we obtain the φ using two different
criteria. At first, we order the candidates according to the strength of the evidence, for
example, the number of split-reads for SE. Secondly, we use the depth around the breakpoints
as a tie breaker. In this scheme, the candidate that is in the lower covered region receives the
higher rank. The impact of rank aggregation is shown in Figure 4(b). All the parameters
including the cutoff value was same as described in Section 3.2. In the figure, the top 50%
(≥ Q2) of the structural variations detected by Vaquita turned out to be true positives after
prioritization.

3
3.1
3.1.1

Result
Preliminaries
Datasets and variant callers

We generated a diploid that contains SVs based on chr22 of hg19/GRCh37 using Mason [6].
We set the size range from 30 to 5000 and used simulated rates of 4.0 × 10−6 for indel and
2.0 × 10−6 for inversion, duplication, and translocation, respectively. We also introduced
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SNPs and small indels with simulated rates of 2.0 × 10−4 and 4.0 × 10−5 to mimic the
natural variation, but these were not the focus of the evaluation. From the SVs introduced
in chr22, we generated a simulation dataset using ART [7]. We selected Mason since it
can simulate the types of SVs that are defined previously, and ART because it provides
simulation profiles for the platforms such as Illumina HiSeq-2500. We simulated Illumina
paired-end sequencing data with the HS25 option. The depth, read-length, the mean and
standard deviation of insertion sizes are shown in Figure 5. We used the 50x sequencing
samples of a trio from the Illumina Platinum Genome, NA12878, NA12891 and NA12892,
the accession numbers being ERR194147, ERR194160, and ERR194161, respectively. We
also used the validation set from the Genome In A Bottle (GIAB) consortium that was
constructed using multiple sequencing platforms, including a long-read technology [18]. We
compared the performance of Vaquita with five variant callers relying on different sets of
evidence types. Delly2 [19], LumpyExpress [11] and Pindel [24] use split-read and read-pair
information. We also considered CREST [23] that uses read-depth and soft-clipped reads
information, and GASVPro [20] that uses paired-end and read-depth information. All the
reads were aligned to hg19/GRCh37 using BWA-MEM [12] with default parameters. We
also used BLAT for CREST and SAMBLASTER for LumpyExpress.

3.1.2

Validation process

We only considered breakpoints and SVs that are ≥ 50 nucleotides in size. The identified
breakpoints were considered as true positive if we could find a match in the validation set
that had more than 80% of reciprocal overlap. For variant callers that report intervals rather
than exact positions like GASVPro, we considered the identified variations as valid if there
was a match in the validation set that had both ends within the identified intervals. We used
in-house scripts to interpret each of .vcf files from different variant callers according to our
definition of SVs in Figure 1(b). We also used default parameters for each variant callers and
noted for when otherwise.

3.2

Performance comparison using simulation data

The comparison with other variant callers using the simulation datasets is shown in Figure 5.
We combined the number of split-reads with read-pairs and applied 4 as the minimum
cutoff for all variant callers. We used this single cutoff throughout all the comparison in the
manuscript to see the performance in overall and noted for when otherwise. Note that there
can be best parameters for each variant callers for each test condition, and sometimes 4 is
not always the default value. For example, Lumpy uses 4 while Delly2 uses 3 by default.
We also applied a mapping quality cutoff of 20 for when a variant caller supported such
functionality. Vaquita included voting based candidates with the default parameters explained
in the method section. All the variant callers yielded better accuracy as the depth increases.
Notably, Vaquita, LumpyExpress, and Delly2 constantly ranked as the top three. Vaquita
clearly outperformed the top three in the 5x and 10x datasets, mainly because of voting
based rescue. However, the difference in performance decreased for the 30x and 50x datasets.
Although we could not observe significant differences in high-coverage samples, the result of
Figure 4(b) suggests that the prioritization performance of Vaquita is better than the others.
Note that Delly2 showed the highest precision when using Q3 as the threshold in Figure 4(b),
However, the difference between Q1 and Q3 cases was only 0.05. This result can be explained
by the limitation of simulation based testing that we mentioned in Section 2.3. However,
this pattern is not observed when using real datasets as shown in Figure 6(a). We could
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Figure 5 The assessment of accuracy using simulated datasets. M and S indicate the mean and
standard deviation of the insertion size.

not observe notable differences from Vaquita, LumpyExpress, Delly2 and CREST from the
insert size variations. However, Pindel and GASVPro’s accuracy were dramatically reduced
in larger insert size samples. Vaquita, LumpyExpress, and Delly2 showed robust accuracy
across the read length. However, CREST and Pindel that undergo split-read alignments
internally showed poor performance in the samples with read lengths of 50bp. GASVPro was
unable to find duplications and translocations (defined according to our criteria), reported
alternative SV types, and was unable to run on smaller insert size (200bp) or longer read
length (150bp) samples.
From such results, we selected Vaquita, LumpyExpress, and Delly2 as the top three
variant callers and their performance was further analyzed using real datasets.

3.3
3.3.1

Performance comparison using real datasets
Overlap between variant callers

The matched fraction of deletions calls compared to GIAB were 0.55, 0.57, and 0.48 for
Vaquita, LumpyExpress, and Delly2, respectively. We also investigated the prioritization
performance by selecting top 25%, 50%, and 75% of SVs using the rank aggregation for
Vaquita, and the evidence summation for LumpyExpress and Delly2 in Figure 6(a). The
difference between the overall matching fraction and that of top 25% (≥ Q1) were 0.30, 0.26
and 0.19 for Vaquita, LumpyExpress, and Delly2, respectively. This result suggests that the
rank aggregation based on multiple evidence types is still effective in this relatively highcoverage samples. In Figure 6(b), Vaquita and Delly2 contain about 28% and 25% of unique
breakpoints, while LumpyExpress only has 10%. However, the total number of breakpoints
calls were 6,681 and 6,658 for Vaquita and Delly2, while only 5,420 for LumpyExpress. This
result suggests that the cutoff used in the comparison are more stringent for LumpyExpress.
Notably, LumpyExpress only identified 154 inversions while Vaquita and Delly2 identified
816 and 602 inversions, respectively. One possible explanation is that Vaquita and Delly2
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Figure 6 The comparion between variant callers using the NA12878 dataset. (a) Comparison
with deletion calls from Genome in a Bottle consortium. (b) The result overlaps between tools.

have an internal realignment process while LumpyExpress is not. However, this explanation
is not rigorously tested.

3.3.2

Trio analysis

In Figure 7, the Mendelian errors of breakpoints were 0.23, 0.11, and 0.18 for Vaquita,
LumpyExpress, and Delly2, respectively. The error count of LumpyExpress being the lowest
can be explained by the high fraction of structural variations that were overlapping in
both parents. For LumpyExpress, these fractions were substantially higher than the others,
especially in deletions. We additionally investigated the rate of overlaps between two parents
and found that LumpyExpress had 0.42 of overlaps in breakpoints while Vaquita and Delly
had 0.37 and 0.38, respectively. Note that a recent study using hydatidiform moles and
long-reads sequencing technology suggested that 32% of overlaps in deletions and insertions
between two genetically unrelated individuals [8]. Therefore, 42% of overlaps between two
parents were higher than expected although the reason is not clear. The main difference of
the Mendelian errors between Vaquita and Delly2 were due to inverisons. For inverisons,
the Mendelian errors were 0.30 for Vaquita, and 0.13 for Delly2. This much of difference is
not consistent with the previous analysis using simulation datasets. Therefore, we suspect
that several types of inversion couldn’t be simulated by Mason properly. However, Vaquita
obtained the Mendelian errors of 0.19 and 0.46 for deletions and duplications while Delly2
obtained 0.20 and 0.48, respectively.

3.4

Runtime performance

We compared the CPU time reported by the time command in Debian Linux. In the
comparison, Vaquita was significantly faster than the other tools for analyzing the human
WGS sample with 50x coverage (NA12878). We found that Vaquita is 8.2 times faster
than LumpyExpress and 9.6 times faster than Delly2 which only finds one variant type in
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Figure 7 The SVs identified from the child dataset(NA12878) were compared to the SVs from
the parent’s datasets (NA12891 and NA12892).

a single run. Vaquita only required less than 40 minutes in our test environment. We can
explain this speed-up based on three observations. First, the merging step of Vaquita that
we explained in Section 2.2 is very fast in practice since structural variations are sparsely
distributed across the human genome. Second, the realignment step is also very fast and
took less than 5 minutes in total for the test case. Third, the .bam file processing of SeqAn
library is also faster than other implementation since it internally separates several threads
for decompression of bgzf stream. Regarding the last reason, we modified the original source
code of the library so that the library was fixed to a single thread for the decompression
process. Although it is still a separated thread, we used CPU time for the comparison. Note
that LumpyExpress calls an external tool for .bam file parsing, and Delly2 should be ran
multiple times to find all variant types. Therefore, we concluded that the comparison is not
specifically biased to Vaquita. The peak memory consumption were 12.5G for Vaquita, 6.4G
for LumpyExpress, and 320M for Delly2. This relatively large memory consumption was due
to inefficient implementation for storing positions and can be improved in the future version.
All the tests were done on a Debian GNU/Linux 8 machine with two Intel Xeon E52667V2 Octa core CPUs at 3.3 GHz, 387 GB of RAM, and 2 TB of SATA SSDs on RAID5
configuration. We did not attempt to use multi-threading for each variant caller.

4

Discussion and conclusion

Vaquita was developed to integrate split-read, read-pair, soft-clipped, and read-depth information and provides effective evidence combination strategy based on voting and rank
aggregation. In the benchmark using the simulation datasets, Vaquita showed relatively
robust performance across different sequencing depths, insert sizes and read lengths. In the
comparison with GIAB deletions, about 55% of deletions found by Vaquita were matched
and showed better prioritization results compared to LumpyExpress and Delly2. Vaquita also
identified more breakpoints than the others and about 28 percent of them were unique. In
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the trio analysis, Vaquita showed similar number of Mendelian errors compared to Delly2 and
higher number of errors compared to LumpyExpress. The difference between these errors can
be explained by the prevalence of overlapping variations in both parents (LumpyExpress),
or by errors in inversions (Delly2). The runtime of Vaquita was significantly faster than
those of LumpyExpress and Delly2 by a factor of more than 8 times. As a future goal, we
will provide an improved functionality to confidently integrate other orthogonal datasets,
including long-read datasets.
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